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Sandcastle is an MSDN style reflection-based documentation generator. When you build your projects with Sandcastle,
the resulting documentation has all the required elements, including: ￭ Documentation of every type ￭ Description of each
member ￭ Links to the source documentation of the types and members ￭ Links to the binary locations for the types and
members For more information, see The source to Sandcastle is available at Since the source is freely available, anyone
can use it to build their own documentation. About Sandcastle: Sandcastle is an MSDN style reflection-based
documentation generator. When you build your projects with Sandcastle, the resulting documentation has all the required
elements, including: ￭ Documentation of every type ￭ Description of each member ￭ Links to the source documentation
of the types and members ￭ Links to the binary locations for the types and members For more information, see The
source to Sandcastle is available at Since the source is freely available, anyone can use it to build their own documentation.
Building a 3D model using Mereovis For Windows 7.NET 2.0 with (AutoCAD, Rhino, 3DS) Here is a simple example on
how to build a 3d model using.NET 2.0 MereovisForWindows7.NET 2.0 with AutoCAD, Rhino, 3DS. You have all the
tools you need in a few clicks. All the files can be found on the following link. The.zip file contains the source code of the
example.
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This macro can be used to generate the tag KEYMACRO Parameters: KEYMACRO Example: msdn_comment Generates
a Microsoft Sandcastle Activation Code Comment all Attachments CreateDate 09-01-2008 PublishDate 09-01-2008
Solution C:\Sandcastle\Sandcastle.sln IsPublished Yes IsStarted Yes VersionNumber 4.3.2.0 Solution Summary Sandcastle
is a Microsoft build automation tool that generates excellent, comprehensive documentation from any.NET Framework,
Windows Component or Visual Studio project. Sandcastle is Microsoft’s.NET Framework documentation solution.
Solution Tags Sandcastle is a Microsoft build automation tool that generates excellent, comprehensive documentation
from any.NET Framework, Windows Component or Visual Studio project. Sandcastle is Microsoft’s.NET Framework
documentation solution. Sandcastle provides two components, MrefBuilder, which generate reflection xml files for Build
Assembler, and Build Assembler, which is used to transform the reflection xml files into MSDN style documentation files.
It integrates the MSDN Comments using the Doxygen tool, and uses the NDepend tool to analyze the code. Here are some
key features of "Microsoft Sandcastle": ￭ Works with or without authored comments ￭ Supports Generics and.NET
Framework 2.0 ￭ Sandcastle has 2 main components (MrefBuilder and Build Assembler) ￭ MrefBuilder generates
reflection xml file for Build Assembler ￭ Build Assembler includes syntax generation, transformation..etc ￭ Sandcastle is
used internally to build.Net Framework documentation There is a GUI Interface that you can use. Requirements: Required
Software: Microsoft.NET Framework Version 2.0 HTML Help Workshop Optional Software: Visual Studio 2005 or VS
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Microsoft Sandcastle is an open source tool for building.NET Framework documentation. Microsoft Sandcastle provides a
comprehensive, MSDN style documentation model and makes it easier for users to create.NET Framework
documentation. It generates multiple types of output files. MrefBuilder is used to generate the documentation comments
using reflection information of the source code. Build Assembler is the tool that generates MSDN style source code
documentation files. How does Sandcastle work? Sandcastle is a collection of tools for creating documentation, a type of
documentation called XML Documentation Comments (MSDN Style), by reflecting over the code. How can I create
Microsoft.NET Framework documentation? 1) Add a reference to the MrefBuilder.dll to your projects:
MyClasses.MrefBuilder.dll 2) In your project, open a Visual Studio.NET workspace with a.NET Framework class. This
class should be available in your workspace. 3) Use MrefBuilder to create MSDN style documentation for this class. This
works for both C# and VB.NET classes. How do I build MSDN style documentation with Sandcastle? Use MrefBuilder to
generate a reflection xml file. Then use Build Assembler to generate the documentation code files. In order to get started
with using Sandcastle, please refer to Sandcastle user manual: Sample Programs To demonstrate how to create and build
MSDN style documentation for a.NET Framework 2.0 class, please refer to the following sample program. This sample
program uses MrefBuilder and Build Assembler, it generates some HTML files. DbgTextExample.cs
C:\Sandcastle\Example\DbgTextExample.cs > csc DbgTextExample.cs
C:\Sandcastle\Example\DbgTextExample.cs(21,26): error CS0219: 'Csc.exe' does not exist in the current context
DbgTextExample.cs(33,21): warning CS0199: Unnecessary code was generated by the preprocessor
DbgTextExample.cs(19,1): warning CS0165: 'Csc.exe' hides inherited member
'Csc.Configuration.AssemblyBuilder.AssemblyBuilder(System.Type)'. To make the current member accessible add 'new'
to the attributes

What's New in the?

Microsoft Sandcastle produces accurate, MSDN style, comprehensive documentation by reflecting over the source
assemblies and optionally integrating XML Documentation Comments. Here are some key features of "Microsoft
Sandcastle": ￭ Works with or without authored comments ￭ Supports Generics and.NET Framework 2.0 ￭ Sandcastle has
2 main components (MrefBuilder and Build Assembler) ￭ MrefBuilder generates reflection xml file for Build Assembler
￭ Build Assembler includes syntax generation, transformation..etc ￭ Sandcastle is used internally to build.Net Framework
documentation There is a GUI Interface that you can use. Requirements: Required Software: Microsoft.NET Framework
Version 2.0 HTML Help Workshop Optional Software: Visual Studio 2005 or VS SDK Microsoft Sandcastle Description:
Microsoft Sandcastle produces accurate, MSDN style, comprehensive documentation by reflecting over the source
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System Requirements For Microsoft Sandcastle:

Supported OS and Client: Windows OS 7/8/8.1/10 (32/64-bit) Windows OS 7/8/8.1/10 (32/64-bit) Hardware: Intel Dual
Core i3 2.3GHz or faster Intel Dual Core i3 2.3GHz or faster RAM: 2 GB RAM How to Install: A special Yandex installer
will be available shortly, and you can download the software here. Make sure that you update all the latest drivers of your
computer. Download Yand
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